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About This Content

Only the host needs to own this DLC.

1-6 Players | Ages 14 & Up

60 Minutes & up.

Zombicide  is a collaborative board game in which players take the role of a survivor – each with unique abilities – and harness
both their skills and the power of teamwork against the hordes of unthinking undead! Using unique and clever mechanics,

Zombicide is designed as a fully cooperative game where no player has to play as the zombies.

Each player controls between one (for 6 players) and four (solo game) survivors, humans trapped in a zombie-infested town. In
fact, “survivors” quickly change to “hunters” to smash zombies through and through. However, the team must constantly

maintain a balance between survival and slaughter, for as the zombicide continues, the Danger Level increases, and the infected
grow in numbers. Any misstep can turn to disaster.

Zombicide is a fun and easy game with cool miniatures in an archetypical, popular and comics-inspired environment. Ambiance
is constantly balanced between “beat’em up” and “survival horror” as survivors keep switching from prey to predators. Humor

and gloom happily marry in a zombie-fest.
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You like toast, right? You wake up in the morning, pop your bread in the toaster. Maybe put a spread of some kind on it.

Well too bad! Minions are here to ruin your breakfast.
Are you going to let that happen?

Fight back with your 8-bit toaster oven!
Outfit him with unlocked hats and clothing! (I prefer the Monocle and Top Hat)
Shoot toast like projectiles at various baddies!
Break crates to get awesome power ups!
Upgrade your bread to exploding bagels, rapid fire english muffins, or the fire baguettes like missles!
Belly-Flop!
Prevent the enemy from reaching the alarm clock!
SAVE YOUR BREAKFAST!!!. The 3rd installment in the Princess Maker series,it features several gameplay improvements
over the previous installments,as usual with this series production values are very high and the artstyle is great as well,despite the
game's cute aesthetic raising your daughter is a though job,so fans of management/"building" games will certainly appreciate
this series.. There are lions in this 11\/10 would play again. WARNING: This VR game is unusable if you're using Oculus Rift.
When it opens everything is behind you. You are facing an EXIT. When you push any button, nothing happens. Too bad. The
IDEA of the game is interesting. That's why I gave it a try. But the execution of the game is non-existent. Don't waste your time!
What is it with DEVS that they don't give user directions or manuals???. I first played this game in 2014 at Pax in Seattle. I
eventually walked away from the demo realizing I played one of the best party games I've ever seen. I've tried to keep up with
it's development, but life (and my own indie studio) got in the way. A couple of us were reminiscing about Bearzerkers today at
our studio and I decided do check-in on it. AND THEN WE PLAYED FOR THE NEXT TWO HOURS!

I'm so excited for this game and the developers, as I remember them in 2014, are great people. Please buy this game and share it
with your friends. =)

*An actual review*

The game has simple mechanics... you move, you kick up ground, and there are powerups. That's it. And it's all you need. You
run from bears, you kick up ground to block your friends in hopes of them getting eaten, and you survive. The music is fine, the
escalating bears is exciting, and the party replayability is amazing. 9\/10, WILL PLAY AGAIN.
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The art and concept is great but the rest is not.
Art wins for me but not a very good game. Stick to Mortal Kombat if you dont like Robots.
This game needs a lot of work. I needed controller companion just to get my xbox controller to work.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KOeu0bKnv64&t=472s. Has serious data leaks can only reload a level once or twice
before the game has an issue and closes out. Otherwise runs beautifully.. Enjoyable space views and well balanced controls.
Recommend!. Great game as usual from Spiderweb Software, while the story from past games I felt were more interesting, this
installment of the avadon series was still very enjoyable.. Battles occasionally a little tough. No controller problems!!! monsters
can be a little repetitive, but I really enjoy this game. Havent figured out all the upgrading mechanics yet, but thats my bad, not
the games fault. No real plot, some quests, but thats ok too, sometimes I want lite gaming, not heavy. Very nice game. Thanks.
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